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p
orts in Norway and on the Baltic
are keen to build up the cruise
business outside the main
tourist season in the summer. It
turns out the two regions have a

lot to offer each other in achieving this goal.
Norway is already a well-established

cruise destination year-round. The fjords
were among the first places people began
to visit on cruises, starting in the 19th
century, but only in the current millennium
did winter cruises first arrive there. This was
largely down to one person: Henriette
Bismo Eilertsen, general manager at Alta-
based tour operating company North
Adventure. The start, she recalls, was not
easy.

Eilertsen’s first visits to trade shows in
the early 2000s to promote Norway as an
exciting winter cruise destination were often
met with a cold, even arrogant, rejection. At
one event, whose theme was winter cruising
in Europe, she pointed out that she was the
only person promoting true winter cruising,
with snow and subzero temperatures.
Everyone else was focusing on winter
cruising in the warm Mediterranean.

With the cruise majors entrenched in the
“Miami mindset”, Eilertsen’s first success

came in the UK. “On 26 March 2009 Saga
Rose became the first cruise ship to visit
Alta in the winter. This winter, we are
expecting 21 ships,” she told CruiseTimes.
UK-based Saga Cruises thus wrote a new
chapter in a story that evolved quickly once
the first steps had been taken.

For the first four years, only British lines
sent ships to Norway in winter. Then
German companies joined them, and now
Viking Ocean Cruises has become the first
line with the US as its main source market to
follow suit.

Winter cruises generate 
more tour sales

Key to Norway’s success as a year-
round destination is to keep ships close to
its shores after the main summer season.
“Ships normally return to the Caribbean or
the Mediterranean in the autumn. However,
we have developed cooperation with the
Baltic region, so that ships now cruise there
in the autumn and then come to Norway for
the winter,” Eilertsen said.

Winter shore excursions operate very
differently from summer ones. Winter cruise
calls are almost always overnight visits,
which encourage tour sales and produce

more revenue for both ship and destination.
Eilertsen revealed: “Usually I invoice a ship
in the region of NOK 36,000 to 43,000 in the
summer. In the winter, the figure is NOK 1 to
2 million.”

On the other hand, operating costs for
many winter tours are more expensive too,
because of extra work to manage weather
and snow, and because of costly machinery
or animals like snowmobiles and husky
dogs. 

Since winter destinations appeal mainly
to more experienced cruise passengers,
guests have high expectations about the
vehicles and equipment used on
excursions. Suppliers must charge enough
to support those expectations. “The
business needs to make money, because
we need better equipment for tours. If this
cannot be done, a negative sentiment
quickly develops,” Eilertsen said.

Nature and local life
An important new aspect of winter

excursions is that increasingly, people want
to get as close to nature and local life as
possible. Guests are less interested in big,
full coaches that only stop for a quick look
at something before rushing on. This is
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Saga increases the chance of
seeing the Northern Lights by
including two nights in Alta on each
of its two Northern Lights cruises. 
Photo: Saga Cruises
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changing what destinations are beginning to
offer. Cruise passengers want to visit private
homes in Alta to learn more about authentic
ordinary life in the Arctic. The city is located
69.96 degrees north – well inside the Arctic
Circle and much farther north than even
Anchorage in Alaska at 61.21 degrees. They
wish to bake regional cakes, visit local
schools, and meet Sami people and learn
about their way of life. A ride in a Tesla
electric car is also on the menu. 

Such specialty and personal excursions
require small groups, sometimes as few as
four people. This means higher prices per
passenger, as fixed excursion costs such as
transport and wages are divided among
fewer people.

Eilertsen said that guests have a clear
preference for activity-focused excursions,
for example cross-country skiing or sleigh
rides pulled by huskies. Snowmobile rides,
recently very popular, have lost some of
their appeal. “The clean air and pure nature
up here are key reasons why people want to
visit us. Many of them are very
environmentally conscious.”

The cruise season in the Baltic has
lengthened. Ships now arrive in late March,
a whole month earlier than a decade or so
ago. The autumn season extends well into
October, four to six weeks longer than in the
recent past, said Michael Stankiewicz, COO
of the Baltic Gateway Group in Malmo,

Sweden. “September is quite a busy month
now, and in the spring the first ships start
arriving in the end of March,” he said.

Fewer tourists in 
Baltic’s shoulder season

The Baltic’s longer season comes amid
rapid growth of the cruise industry and a
desire among passengers for new
experiences. Baltic cruise ports’ offerings do
not change as dramatically as in Norway:
cities remain the focus in autumn and

spring. But visitors then can expect fewer
people in museums and other attractions,
improving their experience.

In Norway, nature is the key attraction,
and a summer visitor will have a very
different experience from a winter one, the
midnight sun and Northern Lights being the
most cited natural attractions in their
respective seasons. 

In the Baltic region, with the focus on
cities, the difference is less significant,
Stankiewicz noted. City tours during winter
are basically identical to those in summer,
though some new options can be added to
expand the tour portfolio.

Itinerary planners must also take ice into
account. An official at the Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMI) said that early
autumn storms combined with extended
cold weather can drop sea temperatures
significantly, and if the cold weather
continues, the conditions are laid for a hard
ice winter. It should be emphasised,
however, that serious ice conditions rarely
emerge before November. Most of the time,
the Baltic south of Gotland tends to be ice
free, giving cruise lines many opportunities
featuring interesting ports in that region.

Conditions tend to be worst in the Gulf
of Bothnia, due to its northern location, and
in the eastern Gulf of Finland that includes
St. Petersburg, because prevailing winds
and currents tend to push ice against the

Henriette Bismo Eilertsen, general manager,
North Adventure, Alta, Norway.

Photo: North Adventure
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coast there, the FMI official said.
On the other hand, proper winter

conditions could open up prospects for
expedition-type ships with high ice class to
operate throughout the Northern Baltic,
even in harsh winters. But Stankiewicz
wonders if the region appeals enough for
this clientele: “Does the Gulf of Bothnia
have the same adventurous appeal as
Svalbard, the Falkland Islands, Iceland,
Greenland, or Antarctica?”

Although year-round cruising in the Gulf
of Bothnia has become technically possible,
it may be difficult to create enough appeal.
The southern parts maintain their appeal by
focusing much more on culture, history, and
architecture, making them as interesting in
June as in December.

Magical adventures 
in Baltic and Norway

“We do see that cruise lines are
extending the season in the Baltic and that
they are also looking for new exciting
destinations,” Stankiewicz told CruiseTimes.
“The Baltic is not as congested as, for
instance, the Med, and therefore we believe
that there is a great deal of potential in
making the Baltic Sea as well as Norway
into even stronger cruise regions.”

Saga Cruises, the upscale boutique line
that operates from British ports year round,
did just that, as it wanted to broaden its
offering of winter cruises beyond the usual
Canaries and Mediterranean. A voyage
north to search for the Northern Lights
emerged as a new idea, recalls Angela
Clifton, Saga’s deputy head of
communications.

“At the time, no other mainstream cruise
line was offering these itineraries. It was a
runaway success, and we have been
repeating similar itineraries ever since. We
plan the cruises to maximise chances of
seeing the Northern Lights, and we have
been pretty lucky on most of the cruises that
we have operated,” she told CruiseTimes.

“Many guests contact us to tell us about
that moment when they first saw the
Northern Lights and how it is something
they will remember forever. There is
something magical about heading inside
the Arctic Circle during winter time, and it
really feels like more of an adventure than a
cruise holiday,” she said.

Authentic experiences in demand
For excursions, there is huge demand

for dog sledding through the winter
wilderness and the more gentle experience

of a reindeer sleigh ride. “Another extremely
popular excursion is a visit to the incredible
Sorrisniva Ice Hotel in Alta. Built from
scratch each winter and complete with
stunning ice sculptures and themed
bedrooms, it really has to be seen to be
believed,” Clifton said.

“Demand has definitely increased for
authentic local experiences where guests
have the opportunity to meet with local
people and hear all about their life in this
part of the world. This could either be a visit
to meet the indigenous Sami people to learn
about their culture and history, or being
invited inside the cosy and traditional home
of a local resident for coffee, delicious
waffles, and fascinating stories,” she added.

Regarding the Baltic, Clifton said Saga’s
guests are delighted to be able to visit
during the shoulder season, when they can
visit such attractions as St. Petersburg’s
Hermitage and the Vasa Museum in
Stockholm when crowds are smaller and the
experience is more rewarding.

Because these guests are often well
travelled and therefore delighted to
experience something different, the
company’s ships also call at ports off the
beaten track. “Visiting those ports that are
not common cruise destinations gives our
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guests a completely different and unique
experience. These locations often turn out to
be the surprise highlight of the cruise, and
our guests are given a particularly warm
welcome by the locals,” Clifton said.

“I think that growth in the global cruise
market will see the Baltic become busier,
with more early- and late-season calls.
Bothnia however will remain a niche
destination. The distances involved in
reaching the northern part of the Gulf,
coupled with the relative lack of
infrastructure to handle large passenger
volumes, will deter growth from all but niche
operators. I think this is probably a good
thing – the appeal of the region is its lack of
development, and arriving in Kemi to find
several other cruise ships in port would not
be the experience our guests are
expecting,” Clifton concluded.

Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines, the UK-based,
destination-focused cruise line, has also
offered cruises to Norway in the winter and
to the Baltic outside the main season for
several years. “We are finding that our
guests want to experience Norway at a time
of the year when the dramatic landscapes of
this exceptional part of the world are at their
frozen finest,” said Rachael Jackson, public
relations manager at the company.

Investing in equipment
“Taking a cruise to Norway during the

winter months also offers a variety of shore
tour experiences that are not available
during the summer, which ensures that such
limited-availability cruises continue to be
very much in demand,” Jackson added.
“Guests tend to book the majority of their
tours in the headline ports, such as Alta and
Tromsø – and tour numbers are generally
lower on the rest of the itinerary.”

“Over the past couple of years, the tours
programme for our Norway Winter cruises
has developed to include more activities –
particularly in Alta and Tromsø. We now offer
more adventurous tours, including cross-
country skiing, ice-fishing, ‘fat-biking’, snow-
shoeing, as well as the more sedate
bucket-list activities which have traditionally
been in the programme, such as husky- and
reindeer-sledding,” Jackson said.

“We have also seen a slight shift in the
booking patterns when it comes to the Meet
the Locals range of tours that we offer.
Guests seem to be moving away from home
visits, which were very popular a couple of
years ago, and are now wanting to meet the
Sami and experience their authentic
traditions and culture,” she said.

Cruise ports in northern Norway are
investing in improving their offerings, but
this is due to overall business growth rather
than the emergence of winter business.
Narvik has invested in a dedicated cruise
port, Bodø has invested heavily in facilities,

and several other ports have serious plans
for new investments, said Erik Joachimsen,
managing director of Cruise Northern
Norway and Svalbard.

Because of the difference between
summer and winter excursion products, tour
operators have to do product development.
Off-season calls are increasing much faster
than summer traffic: some 50,000
passengers now arrive outside the summer.
“This makes it profitable to invest in new
and better products, and to increase the
marketing effort,” he told CruiseTimes.

“The winter traffic to northern Norway
increases in general, and most tourists
arrive by plane. But for many companies the
cruise visits make a good basis, since it is
very predictable and includes large number
of visitors in one day. Several companies
say they would not make it without the
cruise calls, even though the general traffic
generates at least the same amount of
income,” Joachimsen said.

Extending the cruise season in
destinations like Norway and the Baltic
helps the industry to diversify its offering, as
the seasons differ markedly from each other
in both. Visiting them outside the main
tourist season in the summer can also
enhance the experience, as there are fewer
visitors – an increasingly important factor in
a world where overtourism is a mounting
concern.
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